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Abstract:
Plug flow can significantly enhance heat transfer in microchannels as compared to single
phase flow. Using an analytical model of flow field, heat transfer in plug flow is
investigated. The constant-surfacetemperature boundary condition is considered. Three
stages of the heat transfer in plugs are identified: (i) development of thermal boundary
layer; (ii) advection of heated/fresh fluid in the plug; and (iii) thermally fully developed
flow. Due to the transport of heated fluid and fresh fluid within the plug by the
recirculating flow, oscillations of the Nusselt number at high Peclet numbers are
observed and explained. The effects of the Peclet number and the plug length on the heat
transfer process are evaluated. The results show that short plugs are preferable to long
plugs since short plugs result in high Nusselt numbers and high heat transfer indices.

1. Introduction
The miniaturization of electronic devices leads to denser packaging of components.
Micro heat exchangers are required to cope with the high heat flux produced in the
microdevices. Microchannel heat exchangers [1,2] are possible with the development of
various microfabrication techniques, while the advances in micro-fluidics [3] deepen our
understanding of the heat transfer phenomena in microchannels.
Microchannel heat exchangers have the advantages of large contact area and large
temperature gradient between the wall and the fluids. However, flow in
microchannels is usually laminar with low Reynolds numbers [3]. Extremely high
pressure is required to produce turbulence in microchannels. Without turbulence to
disturb the flow, heat transfer in microchannels is limited by the thermal diffusion
process.
Scalars can be transported or mixed in fluids with the help of vortices. With a

recirculating flow, heat or mass can be advected by the flow even in the Stokes regime,
during which the Reynolds number is so small that the inertial force is negligible [4].
Liquid filaments can be continuously stretched and folded by recirculating flow, and
interfacial area between liquid filaments can be greatly increased. If vortices are of
sufficient size and strength, their enhancement of heat or mass transfer can be significant
[5].
Many methods to enhance heat transfer reported in the literature can be categorized into
the group of promoting vortices. For example, curved channels have been used to
produce Dean vortices [6] to enhance heat transfer [7–9]. The Dean vortices are a type
of secondary flow consisting of a pair of counter rotating vortices resulted from the
imbalance between the centrifugal force and the radial pressure difference when the
fluid passes through a curved channel. The vortices get stronger when the Dean
number increases, which characterizes the relative effect of force with the viscous
force, 𝐷𝑒 =

𝜌𝑉 𝐷𝐻

𝐷𝐻

𝜇

2𝑅

,where 𝜌 and 𝜇 are centrifugal respectively the density and the

dynamic viscosity of the fluid, V is the axial velocity, DH is the hydraulic diameter of
the channel, and R is the radius of the curved channel path. In microchannels,
however, due to the low velocity, the centrifugal force and the Dean number are small.
Consequently, the Dean vortices are much weaker than that in channels of large scale.
Another way to promote vortices in microchannels is to use vortex promoters [10],
which are usually one or arrays of built-in obstacles in microchannels. Vortex
promoters of different shapes (such as square [11], rectangular [12], triangular [13],
and circular [10,14]) can produce transverse flow by flow separation on the surface of
the vortex promoters, which results from the interplay between the inertial force and
the viscous force. The vortex strength increases with increasing the Reynolds number
(Re = 𝜌VDH/ 𝜇), which enhances the heat transfer process. In microchannels, however,
the transfer of momentum, mass, and energy takes place in the laminar regime and is
characterized by low Reynolds numbers [3], which restricts the application of vortex
promoters to enhance heat transfer. Moreover, the cost to fabricate the obstacles in
microchannels is much higher than that to fabricate simple smooth channels.
A simple and effective method to induce vortices in microchannels is by introducing
interfaces into the flow. When a second immiscible fluid is introduced into a
microchannel, interfaces of different shapes are formed which correspond to different
flow patterns, such as bubble/droplet flow, plug flow, annular flow, and stratified flow
[15,16]. Plug flow, also called slug flow, segmented flow, Taylor flow, is a flow
structure where the liquid adopts a plug shape and occupies the entire width of the
micro-channel [17]. Plug flow can be formed by continuously generating
droplets/bubbles in microchannels [18]. As the size dispersity of the droplets/bubbles
can be as low as 2%, this ordered structure makes it possible to manipulate the flow
and transportation in droplets/plugs accurately. In the presence of the interface,

vortices are formed in liquid plugs [19,20]. Unlike vortex promoters, in which vortices
are formed locally in the region behind the obstacles, vortices produced by plug flow
occupy the whole plug. Therefore, it possesses the advantage that the vortices in plugs
can be used to enhance heat and mass transfer in microchannels. Existing
investigations have shown that mixing of species in plugs can be significantly
enhanced [21–25].
Plug flow shows promising opportunities in heat exchangers by inducing vortices
[26], and the flow can be induced by pressure using pumps [27] or electrowetting on
dielectric (EWOD) [26,28] method. However, systematic investigations of heat transfer
enhancement in plugs are few, and heat transfer in two phase flow in microchannels has
not been studied as extensively as single phase flow [2]. A possible reason is that two
phase flow is much more complex than single phase flow. Some previous work dealing
with heat transfer of multiphase flow in microchannels mainly contributed to boiling
[29,30] and condensation [31]. The effects of phase change on the Nusselt number or
convective heat transfer coefficient were investigated, while the effects of the vortices
on heat transfer were not quantified.
To experimentally investigate the effect of the vortices in droplets/plugs on the heat
transfer process, it is necessary to characterize the interaction between the velocity
field and the temperature field. Micro particle imaging velocimetry (μPIV) is a tool
widely used to assess the flow field in microchannels; while laser induced fluorescence
(LIF) method is a technique to measure the temperature field in microchannels. Both
methods require the refractive indices of different phases to match to ensure the optical
access without distortion at fluid interfaces [32,33]. Moreover, most materials used for
heat exchangers are not transparent to visible light, which increases difficulties in
using these optical methods (μPIV and LIF). In the experimental investigations of heat
transfer in a stainless steel tube (1.5 mm internal bore) done by Walsh et al. [27], the
surface temperature on the stainless tube was obtained using a high resolution infrared
thermography system, but the temperature field in the liquid plug could not be
measured. During the heat transfer process, the temperature of the plug is usually
neither uniform nor identical to the wall temperature.
To numerically and analytically model the heat transfer process of plug flow in
microchannels, both the flow field and the temperature field should be considered.
Muzychka et al. [34] proposed a simplified model to consider the heat transfer in plugs
in micro-channels of different cross-sectional shapes. The heat transfer process was
considered as a Graetz problem with a steady state condition. The problem was solved
analytically by assuming a uniform velocity profile throughout the liquid plug. A
better way is to incorporate the recirculating flow in the liquid plug into the model of
heat transfer and to investigate how the recirculating vortices affect the heat transfer
process.
To numerically simulate the heat transfer process of plug flow in microchannels,

numerical methods to predict the location and the shape of the interface are often
necessary. This type of numerical methods to predict the interface includes the front
tracking method [22], the volume of fluid method [35,36], the level set method [37,38],
the Lattice Boltzmann method [39,40], and the moving-grid method [41]. These
approaches are usually complex and computation-time consuming, which are
unfavourable for heat transfer analysis in plug flow in microchannels.
In order to understand the heat transfer process of plug flow in microchannels, here
we solve the energy equation within plug flow based on the analytical two-dimensional
flow field [42]. Without numerically solving the flow field, it is a simple and efficient
way to analyze the influence of the recirculating vortices on the heat transfer process in
plugs. This paper is organized as follows. The mathematical formulas are provided in
Section 2, including the analytical flow field in the liquid plug and the numerical
method for the heat transfer process. In Section 3, the stages of heat transfer are
identified, and compared with single phase flow. The effects of different Peclet
numbers and different plug lengths are analyzed and explained.

2. Mathematical modelling
2.1. Modelling of flow field in liquid plugs
To model a liquid plug in a 2D microchannel, the following dimensionless quantities
are introduced,
(1)
wherew is the width of the microchannel, V is the speed of the liquid plug, and L is the
length of the liquid plug. The dimensionless form of the velocity field in the liquid plug
[42] is

(2)

(3)
where
(4)

(5)

(6)
(7)
(8)

2.2. Analysis of heat transfer
To analyze the heat transfer in a liquid plug, we consider the energy conservation of
the plug with a translating frame of reference following the plug. For an incompressible
Newtonian fluid with constant properties and without source term, the energy conservation equations is

(9)
whereT is the temperature, 𝜌 is the density of the fluid, k is the thermal conductivity,
and cp is the specific heat capacity. We introduce the following dimensionless
variables,

(10)
𝑘

where 𝜏 ≡ 𝑤/𝑉, 𝛼 ≡ 𝜌𝑐 ,T0 is the inlet temperature, and Tw is the wall temperature. The
𝑝

dimensionless form of the energy equation is obtained as follows,

(11)
where𝑃𝑒 ≡ 𝑤𝑉/𝛼 is the Peclet number which characterizes the ratio of the rate of heat
advection caused by the flow to the rate of heat diffusion driven by the temperature
gradient. With this normalization, the dimensionless time𝑡 and the dimensionless axial
location of the plug in the microchannel𝑋 is related as
(12)

The flow field, as it is directly known from the analytical solution in Eqs. (2) and (3), is
substituted into Eq. (11) for the heat transfer analysis. Eq. (11) was discretized using
the finite volume method (FVM) on staggered grids [43].
Before entering the microchannel, the liquid plug has an initial uniform temperature
field with 𝑇= 0. When moving in the micro-channel, the plug is subjected to a constantsurface-temperature boundary condition on the wall of the microchannel, as shown in
Fig. 1.
With constant surface temperature Tw maintained on the wall of the microchannel, the
boundary condition is
(13)
and in dimensionless form,
(14)
2.3. Evaluation of heat transfer
To characterize the heat transfer capabilities of plug flow along the microchannel,
and to compare with the continuous single phase flow, we use two quantities, namely
Nusselt number Nu (Section 2.3.1) and heat transfer index 𝜂 (Section 2.3.2). To compare between the single phase flow and the plug flow, these two quantities are
calculated (i) at a specific axial location 𝑋 for the single phase flow, as illustrated in
Fig. 2a; and (ii) for the plug flow at the instant when the plug passes the same axial
location, i.e., 𝑡=𝑋, as illustrated in Fig. 2b.
2.3.1. Nusselt number
To evaluate the convective heat transfer, the Nusselt number is defined as the ratio of
convective to conductive heat transfer normal to the wall,

(15)
where the hydrodynamic diameter of the channel is DH= 2w. To analyze the convective
heat transfer coefficient of the plug flow h, the mean fluid temperature of a plug unit
𝑇 plug is used as the reference temperature [44], which refers to the mean fluid
temperature of the plug at the axial location X, and is defined as

(16)

Therefore, in dimensionless form, the mean fluid temperature of the plug is

(17)
Similarly, for the single phase flow, the mean fluid temperature 𝑇sp (𝑋) refers to the
mean temperature of the fluid over the cross section 𝑋 of the channel, and in
dimensionless form, it is [44]

(18)
2.3.1.1. Nusselt number for single phase flow. For the continuous single phase flow in
microchannels, the convective heat transfer coefficient is

(19)
where the subscript ‘sp’ refers to the single phase flow. By substituting Eqs.(18) and
(19) into Eq.(15), the Nusselt number can be expressed by dimensionless variable as
follows,

(20)
2.3.1.2. Nusselt number for plug flow. For plug flow in microchannels, the convective
heat transfer coefficient h for a plug unit can be calculated as a function of the axial
location (𝑋) as the temperature inside the plug develops. It is calculated based on the
average heat flux, the average temperature difference, and the mean fluid temperature
of the plug unit. In the constant-surface-temperature condition, we have

(21)
where the subscript ‘plug’ refers to the plug flow. The Nusselt number, expressed by
dimensionless variables, is

(22)

2.3.2. Heat transfer index
Heat transfer index, 𝜂(𝑋) ≡ 𝑄(𝑡)/𝑄max , is defined as a function of the axial location
𝑋 to characterize the progress of the heat transfer in the microchannel, where Qmax is
the maximum amount of energy transfer that could occur if the process continues to
𝑡 → ∞, while Q(𝑡) is the total energy transferred from the wall to the plug over the time
interval 0 to 𝑡 . With a constant surface temperature maintained on the wall, the
maximum possible energy Qmax corresponds to the condition when the whole plug unit
has achieved the uniform wall temperature. Therefore, assuming constant fluid
properties, the heat transfer index is

(23)
The heat transfer index varies from 0 to unity as heat transfer progresses. 𝜂 = 0 implies
that heat transfer has not begun yet, while 𝜂= 1 implies that the plug unit has achieved
the wall temperature. The variation of the heat transfer index against the axial location
𝑋 indicates the progress of heat transfer in the microchannel.
For single phase flow, a corresponding heat transfer index is defined to evaluate the
progress of the heat transfer at the cross section 𝑋of the microchannel as follows,

(24)

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Flow field in a typical liquid plug
The flow field in a typical liquid plug, as shown in Fig. 3, is dominated by two
symmetrical vortices as the plug moves forward (from left to right). When the liquid in
the plug moves towards the front of the plug, it is blocked by the front interface,
changing the flow direction towards the wall of the microchannel. At the wall of the
microchannel, due to the friction of the wall, the liquid moves backward with respect to
the translating frame of reference. At the rear of the liquid plug, due to the presence of
the rear interface, liquid moves from the wall of the microchannel towards the centre of
the plug. Consequently, the presence of the front/rear interfaces produces a

recirculating flow pattern in the liquid plug. The transverse flow of the recirculating
vortices in the plug is crucial to enhance heat transfer between the wall and the liquid,
and it will be explained in Sections 3.2 and 3.4.
3.2. Heat transfer process and comparison with single phase flow
The time evolution of the isotherms for a liquid plug moving through a 2D
microchannel is shown in Fig. 4a (Instants A–H), and their corresponding points are
marked in Fig. 4b. The channel wall is subjected to a constant temperature 𝑇𝑤 = 1, the
dimensionless plug length is 𝐿= 2, and the Peclet number is Pe = 100. The variation of
the Nusselt number Nu, the wall temperature 𝑇𝑤 = 1, and the mean fluid temperature of
the plug b 𝑇plug [Eq. (17)] are plotted against time in Fig. 4b. To compare between the
plug flow and the single phase flow, the Nusselt number Nu and the heat transfer index
𝜂 are plotted in Fig. 4c and d, respectively.
For the single phase flow, we assume that the flow is fully developed
hydrodynamically but thermally developing. The Nusselt number is large near the
entrance and decays along the channel to an asymptotic limit (Nuasymp,sp= 7.5) due to the
development of the thermal boundary layer along the wall, while the heat transfer can
be divided into the thermal entrance region and the fully developed region according to
the thickness of the thermal boundary layer, as shown in Fig. 4c.
In contrast, for the plug flow, heat transfer is initiated when the plug enters the
microchannel, followed by three subsequent stages of convective heat transfer between
the plug and the heated wall: (i) development of thermal boundary layer; (ii) advection
of heated/fresh fluid in the plug; and (iii) thermally fully developed flow.
Stage I: Development of thermal boundary layer (TBL), (Fig. 4a and b (Instants B–
C)): At the instant that the plug contacts the heated wall, a large temperature difference
is formed between the plug and the wall since the plug temperature is uniformly
distributed (𝑇= 0) while the wall temperature is maintained at 𝑇 w =1.The thin liquid
layer in the immediate vicinity of the wall rapidly achieves thermal equilibrium with
the wall and forms a thermal boundary layer, (Fig. 4a (Instant B)). The effect of the
wall temperature on the fluid outside the TBL is negligible. In the translating frame of
reference following the plug, the fluid velocity in the region near the channel wall is
negative as shown in Fig. 3, and the fluid particles in the TBL moves from the front
interface to the rear interface. Hence, the TBL is thinner near the front interface, while
it is thicker near the rear interface. As time passes, the effects of heat transfer penetrate
further into the plug and the thickness of the TBL grows, until the TBL reaches the
centreline of the channel (Fig. 4a (Instant C)), which marks the end of Stage I and the
beginning of Stage II.
The TBL is extremely thin when it is initially formed, resulting in a large Nu. With
the development of the TBL with time, Nu decreases dramatically.

TBLs in plug flow have two distinctive features as compared with single phase flow.
(i) The thickness of the TBL for plug flow is not only a function of space, but also a
function of time. (ii) In single phase flow, fluids usually approaches the wall along the
wall direction, while in plug flow, fluids in the plug approaches the wall in the
perpendicular direction due to the presence of the front interface. Similarly, at the rear
interface, fluids leave the wall in the perpendicular direction due to the presence of the
rear interface. Therefore, TBLs in plug flow are more complex than those in single
phase flow.
Stage II: Advection of heated/fresh fluid in the plug, (Fig. 4a and b (Instant D–F)): At
the rear of the plug, due to the presence of the rear interface, the heated fluid moves
towards the central region of the plug. And in the central region, the fluid temperature
decreases as the fluid travels in the plug moving direction (Fig. 4a (Instant E)) due to:
(i) less influence from the heated channel wall and (ii) thermal mixing with the fresh
fluid originally in the central region. At the same time, due to the presence of the front
interface, the fresh fluid from the central region of the plugmoves transversely to the
heated channel wall. In this manner, the heated and the fresh fluids are advected within
the plug by the recirculating vortices. As time progresses, the temperature difference
between the heated fluid and the fresh fluid decreases, until there is no distinct interface
between the heated fluid and the fresh fluid, which marks the end of Stage II and the
beginning of Stage III.
At Stage II, the advection of the heated/fresh fluid results in the variation of the heat
flux on the wall and the oscillation of the Nusselt number, as shown in Fig. 4b. The
details will be discussed in Section 3.3.
Stage III: Thermally fully developed flow, (Fig. 4a and b (Instants G to H)): This
stage is characterized by the shapes of the temperature contours within the liquid plug.
Although the absolute value of the fluid temperature gradually approaches Tw, the
shapes of the temperature contours remain unchanged over time (Fig. 4a (Instant G to
H)). With the unchanged temperature pattern, the Nusselt number approaches an
asymptotic limit, Nuasymp,plug = 31.3, which is much higher as compared with single
phase flow (Nuasymp,sp= 7.5), as shown in Fig. 4c. If the channel is sufficiently long, heat
transfer continues until the fluid temperature reaches a uniform temperature being the
same as the wall.
In fully developed single phase flow, the streamlines are straight along the channel
path. Heat transfer in the transverse direction is via conduction. Only the fluid flowing
near the channel wall is being heated while the fluid near the central region of the
channel remains slightly higher than the inlet temperature.
Plug flow, however, creates internal recirculating flow due to high shearing
interactions with the channel wall and the presence of the front/rear interfaces. The
recirculating flow induces a substantial amount of transverse thermal mixing in the
fluid. This transverse convection brings heated liquid from the channel wall to the

central region at the rear interface, allows thermal mixing of fluids within the plug, and
subsequently transports it back to the wall. In addition, the liquid filament in the plug is
stretchedby the recirculating flow, which causes an effect of Taylor dispersion [45]
among liquid filaments. Although Taylor dispersion exists in single phase flow, the
Taylor dispersion of heat in plugs between liquid filaments is confined within spaces of
nanolitre scale. Therefore, the Taylor dispersion within the liquid plug is stronger and
more effective to enhance heat transfer.
Fig. 4d compares the heat transfer index 𝜂 between plug flow and single phase flow.
It can be seen that to achieve a given heat transfer index, the required channel length
will be significantly shorter to use plug flow than to use single phase flow. These
results indicate the heat transfer enhancement by the plug flow.
3.3. Effect of Peclet number
The effect of the Peclet number on the Nusselt number and the heat transfer index is
shown in Fig. 5a and b, respectively. In the simulation, the dimensionless plug length is
fixed at 𝐿= 2 and Pe is varied from 4 to 1024. Fig. 5a shows that the Nusselt number
increases with increasing the Peclet number. At a low Peclet number (Pe = 4), the
Nusselt number achieves a lower asymptotic limit (Nuasymp,Pe= 4 = 8.5) at Stage III,
while at a high Peclet number (Pe = 1024), the transport process is dominated by
advection, and the asymptotic limit of the Nusselt number at Stage III is higher
(Nuasymp,Pe= 1024= 42.4). The influence of the Peclet number on the heat transfer index
shows that the heat transfer index decreases with increasing Pe. This is because a fast
flow (a high Peclet number) results in a short residence time in the heated channel.
The Nusselt number for a plug unit, especially at large Peclet numbers, exhibits an
oscillatory behaviour, as shown in Fig. 5a. To analyze the oscillation of Nu, Nu at a
high Peclet number (Pe = 1024) is plotted in Fig. 6a, as well as the two important
factors that influence Nu, namely the mean value of temperaturegradient at the wall
over the plug length

, and the mean fluid temperature

of the plug unit [𝑇plug in Eq. (17)]. The temperature distribution in the plug at some
typical instants are shown in Fig. 6b. From the variation of −𝜕𝑇/𝜕𝑦 , and the
temperature field, we can see that the oscillation of Nu is caused by the recirculating
flow in the plug. When the fresh fluid in the central region of the plug is being
transported to the heated wall by the recirculating flow (Fig. 6 Instants A–D), −𝜕𝑇/𝜕𝑦,
is large due to the high temperature difference betweenthe wall and the liquid. In
addition, −𝜕𝑇/𝜕𝑦 , remains constant during this period because fresh fluid is
continuously transported to the heated wall by the recirculating flow. In the meantime,
themean fluid temperature of the plug unit 𝑇plug increases smoothly as shown in Fig. 6a.
Hence, according to Eq. (22), Nu increases in this period. As the heated fluid in the

plug is transported back tothe heated wall (Fig. 6b (Instants D–F)), −𝜕𝑇/𝜕𝑦 ,
immediately decreases, which results in a decrease in the heat flux and a decrease in Nu
(Fig. 6a (Instants D–F)). This oscillation of Nu is damped asthe temperature difference
between the fresh fluid and the heated fluid reduces until there is no distinct interface
between the fresh fluid and the heated fluid.
To quantitatively compare the heat transfer between single phase flow and plug flow
at different Peclet numbers, the heat transfer indices at the axial location of the channel
𝑋 = 10 are calculated and plotted against Peclet number in Fig. 7. The temperature
distributions in the plug at different Peclet numbers are also shown. At a small Peclet
number (Pe = 4), the heat transfer index is 1 for both single phase flow and plug flow.
This means that the fluid has achieved the uniform temperature being the same as the
wall. At a large Peclet number (such as Pe = 1024), the heat transfer indices are quite
different between plug flow and single phase flow. From single phase flow to plug
flow, the heat transfer index increases from 0.26 to 0.44. If considering the fact that the
growth rate of the heat transfer index (d𝜂/d𝑋 ) decreases almost exponentially as the
fluid flows to the downstream (Fig. 5b), we can conclude that the plug flow can
significantly reduce the requirement of the channel length and enhance the heat
transfer.
3.4. Effect of plug length
Flow fields in plugs are important to the heat transfer process. In order to study the
influence of plug length on heat transfer, its effects on the flow field are analyzed first
in this section.
3.4.1. Effect of plug length on transverse velocity and recirculating period
The heat transfer in plugs is enhanced by the recirculating flow, or more specifically,
by the transverse flow near the front and the rear interfaces. Therefore, the magnitude
of the transverse velocity is an important factor influencing the heat transfer. The
transverse velocity at a typical cross section inside the plug (𝑦 = 3/4) is plotted in Fig. 8
for different plug lengths. The velocity fields of the respective plug length are also
shown in Fig. 8. For long plugs (𝐿 = 4), the transverse component is almost zero at
most axial distance of the plug (0.2≤ 𝑥/𝐿 ≤0.8) except in regions close to the front/rear
interfaces. In contrast, for short plugs (𝐿 = 1), the transverse component is significant.
Therefore, the recirculating flow in short plugs is more effective in transporting fresh
fluid from thecentral region of the plug to the wall and the heated fluid from the wall
back to the plug centre.
Another significant factor influencing the heat transfer is the recirculating period
𝑡recirc, which refers to the time interval for a fluid particle in the plug travelling for one

cycle and getting back to its starting point. The fluid particles follow their streamlines
when they are advected by the flow. Therefore, 𝑡 recirc does not only represent the
recirculating period for one particle, but for all the fluid particles along the streamline.
In Fig. 9, a column of passive tracer particles (along the middle cross section 𝑥 = 𝐿/2 as
shown in the inset of Fig. 9) are tracked using the fourth-order Runge– Kutta (RK)
method, and the recirculating periods are calculated for different plug lengths. As the
plug length increases, the recirculating period increases significantly. This is because in
long plugs, the fluid particles need to travel a long distance along the streamlines. For
long plugs (𝐿= 4), the curve of 𝑡recirc versus transverse position 𝑦 has two peaks which
correspond to the two vortex centres (or stagnant points) within the plug.
3.4.2. Effect of plug length on heat transfer
The effect of plug length on the Nusselt number is shown in Fig. 10a. In the
simulation, the Peclet number is fixed at 100 and the dimensionless plug length is
varied from 1 to 4. For short liquid plugs (𝐿= 1), due to the development of the thermal
boundary layer (Stage I), Nu decreases and achieves a minimum value of 21.3 at 𝑋 =
0.8. As the plug is moving forward, Nu increases and reaches a maximum value of 39 at
𝑋 = 4.2 (Stage II). After that, Nu decreases slowly and approaches an asymptotic limit
𝑁𝑢asymp ,𝐿 =1 = 34.6 (stage III). The oscillation of the Nusselt number is due to the
recirculating flow as discussed in Section 3.3. For long plugs (𝐿= 4), Nu reaches its
minimum value of 13.2 at 𝑋 = 2.3. The increase in 𝑋 at which point Nu reaches its
minimum value is because the recirculating period 𝑡 recirc increases with increasing
𝐿 (Fig. 9). The Nusselt number for 𝐿 =4 finally attains an asymptotic limit of
𝑁𝑢asymp ,𝐿 =4 = 29.8, which is lower than that of short plugs (𝐿= 1). As the plug length
increases, the asymptotic limit of Nu reduces. This is because of the decrease in the
transverse flow, as explained in Fig. 8. The effect of the plug length on the heat transfer
index is shown in Fig. 10b. Due to the higher Nusselt numbers in short plugs, the heat
transfer process in short plugs is much faster than that in long plugs.
Fig. 11 shows the heat transfer index against plug length at a fixed axial location of
the microchannel 𝑋 = 10. The Peclet number is fixed at 100. The temperature
distributions of the respective plug length are also shown. The results indicate that as
the plug length increases, the heat transfer index decreases. This is because the
transverse velocity decreases as 𝐿 increases, which results in a lower Nu as shown in
Fig. 8 and Fig. 10a. Consequently, long plugs require a longer time and a longer
channel length to achieve a uniform temperature Tw.

4. Conclusion
In this paper, the heat transfer of plugs moving in microchannels subjected to a
constant-surface-temperature boundary condition is investigated systematically. By
incorporating the analytical flow field, the heat transfer process in plugs moving in 2D
micro-channels are simulated. The effects of the Peclet number and the plug length are
studied. The heat transfer process is evaluated through the Nusselt number, the heat
transfer index, and the maximum fluid temperature.
From this study, we can conclude that.
 Heat transfer in plugs can be divided into three stages: (i) development of thermal
boundary layer; (ii) advection of heated/ fresh fluid in the plug; and (iii) thermally
fully developed flow.
 At a high Peclet number, the Nusselt number experience oscillation when the
heated/fresh fluid in the central region of the plug is being transported to the heated
wall by the recirculating flow. As the Peclet number decreases, the oscillation of
Nusselt number becomes insignificant. A high Peclet number results in a higher
Nusselt number and a lower heat transfer index.
 Short plugs are favourable for heat transfer in microchannels as compared to long
plugs. In the constant-surface-temperature condition, shorter plugs can achieve
higher heat transfer indices due to the higher transverse velocity.
Without numerically solving the flow field and predicting the interface, the method
used in this paper to predict and evaluate heat transfer in liquid plug is simple and
efficient. It can be used to guide the design of plug-based microchannel heat
exchangers, to predict and evaluate heat transfer process within liquid plugs in
microchannels, and to deepen our understanding of the effects of the recirculating flow
in plugs on the heat and mass transfer process in microchannels.
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Schematic diagram of the constant-surface-temperature boundary condition
for heat transfer in liquid plugs in 2D microchannels.
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Heat transfer is evaluated at the axial location 𝑋 for the single phase flow,
and at the same location 𝑡 =𝑋 as the plug passes for the plug flow.
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Flow field in a typical liquid plug in a 2D microchannel. The dimensionless
plug length is 𝐿 = 2.
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Heat transfer process in a typical liquid plug in the constant-surfacetemperature boundary condition and its comparison with single phase flow.
The dimensionless plug length is 𝐿= 2, and the Peclet number is Pe= 100.
(a) Sequence of temperature distribution in the plug. The heat transfer
process consists of three stages: Stage I (B–C): development of thermal
boundary layer; Stage II (D–F): advection of the heated/fresh fluid in the
plug; and Stage III (G–H): thermally fully developed flow. (b) Variation of
the Nusselt number Nu, the wall temperature 𝑇 w, and the mean fluid
temperature in the plug 𝑇plug [Eq. (17)]. The marked points corresponds to
the instants in (a). (c) Log–log plot of Nusselt numbers for plug flow and
for single phase flow. (d) Heat transfer indices for plug flow and for single
phase flow.
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Nusselt number (a) and heat transfer index (b) for plug flow at different
Peclet numbers. The dimensionless plug length is 𝐿= 2.
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Oscillation of Nusselt number for a liquid plug (𝐿 = 2) at a high Peclet
number (Pe= 1024). The oscillation of Nu is due to the variation of −𝜕𝑇/𝜕𝑦
over time, where −𝜕𝑇/𝜕𝑦 is the mean value of the temperature gradient at
the wall over the plug length. (a) Variation of Nu, −𝜕𝑇/𝜕𝑦, and 𝑇plug; (b)
Evolution of the temperature distribution in the plug. The corresponding
points at Instants A–F are marked in (a).

Fig.7

Comparison of heat transfer indices between plug flow and single phase
flow at different Peclet numbers. The section for comparison is at 𝑋 = 10,
and the dimensionless plug length is 𝐿 = 2. The temperature distributions
within the plugs are shown.

Fig.8

Profiles of transverse velocity in plugs of different lengths at cross section 𝑦
= 3/4. The velocity fields for the corresponding plug lengths are shown as

well.
Fig.9

Recirculating periods for fluid particles in plugs of different lengths.
Passive tracer particles along the middle cross section 𝑥 = 𝐿/2 are tracked to
find out their recirculating periods for plugs of different lengths.

Fig.10

Nusselt number (a) and heat transfer index (b) in liquid plugs of different
lengths. The Peclet number is Pe = 100.

Fig.11

Effect of the dimensionless plug length 𝐿 on the heat transfer index 𝜂 .The
axial location of the plug 𝑋 = 10, and the Peclet number is Pe =100. The
temperature distribution within the plugs are shown.
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